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More evidence involving the Khashoggi assassination
Recording emerges involving Journalist

Washington , 13.11.2018, 13:43 Time

USPA NEWS - The New York Times reports new evidence emerging in the Jamal Khashoggi assassination. A recording could
implicate M.bin Salman.

A recording in relation to J.Khashoggi assassination has been collected by Turkish intelligence officials. A operative of the kill team
has alleged to inform a superior over the phone that "tell your boss" who is alleged to be Prince Salman The New York Times Reports.
The recording has been shared with the acting CIA Director Gina Haspel.M.Abdulaziz Mutreb was one of the 15 operatives that was
dispatched to Istanbul that is alleged to be on the recording intelligence officials are saying. Mr.Mutreb is a Saudi Arabian security
officer who is known for traveling with the Saudi Prince Salman on a regular basis.
Former CIA officer Bruce O. Riedel who is now at the Brookings Institution claims "It is pretty incriminating evidence ". American
officials also argue that this recording not irrefutable evidence but it is compelling. Saudi officials Monday have rejected the notion that
the crown prince knew about instructions to neutralize Mr.Khashoogi.
Erdogan President of Turkey announced that he has shared the recording with Saudi Arabia, the United States and some other
Western Allies. 

Article online:
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